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Los Angeles has long been considered the entertainment capital of the world. Home to 
studios, post production facilities, a myriad of outdoor locations and the most talented and well- 
trained creative and technical workers in the field. The film industry is a catalyst for economic 
development that supports thousands of service and supply industries. It is estimated that the 
industry brings over $30 billion to California and supports over 200,000 jobs in the Los Angeles 
area.

Despite the fact that minorities represent a large portion of the U.S. population, their 
visibility on screen and behind the camera is infrequent. A 2019 study conducted by the USC 
Annenberg Inclusion Initiative found that the Latino community in the U.S. commands roughly 
$1.7 trillion in spending power and represents 23% of ticket buyers, yet the motion picture industry 
fails to court them as a viable audience for their stories.

In a year that has seen renewed calls for inclusion, the Emmy Awards delivered more 
diversity among the nominees that were announced on July 28, 2020. An analysis of the 2020 
Emmy nominations showed that 36 percent of the nominees in the writing and directing categories 
were women, improving on last year’s 25 percent share. Overall, performers of color made up 37 
percent of the total, 6 percent more than in any of the previous five years. Despite these 
improvements, minorities continue to be vastly undenepresented at the Emmys and in the film 
industry proving that there is still a long way to go.

I THEREFORE MOVE that FilmJLA be requested to report to the Council on how the City 
and FiimLA can do more to push for equity for all in the film industry, including Latinos, African- 
Americans, Asians, and women who are vastly underrepresented throughout the industry.

I FURTHER MOVE that FiimLA be requested to report to the Council on the feasibility 
of using Council District 1, that has a demographic of mostly minorities, to be home to a pilot 
program for a film producing, directing, and writing incubator so that we can train and create the 
environment to grow even more of our presence.
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